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Primitive Trinomials of High Degree*

By Eugene R. Rodemich and Howard Rumsey, Jr.**

Summary. New primitive polynomials (mod 2) of high degree were found by

the methods described here. The polynomials are all trinomials; such trinomials

are useful for generating pseudo-random sequences of O's and l's of long length [1].

I. Introduction. An irreducible polynomial of degree n over GF02) has the form

n

Pix) = x" + X a*¡x     >
*—i

where ak = 0 or 1, k = 1, • • -, n. It is easily shown that the roots of Pix) lie in

GF(2n) ; accordingly, they satisfy the equation

(1) x2"-! = 1 .

P(x) is said to be primitive if its roots do not satisfy xm = 1 for any positive m

less than 2" — 1. Then, for any root of P(x), the numbers x, x2, • • ■, x2n~l are all

the nonzero elements of GF(2n) [2].

There is a linear recurrence relation associated with P(x). Let yi, y2, • • -, yn

have values zero and one, and define y¡ = 0 or 1, for j 2: n + 1, by

n

Vi = Z) aky3-k    (mod 2) .
k=l

If Pix) is primitive, and n and 2" — 1 are relatively prime, consecutive sets of

n-tuples iuin+i, yin+2, • • -, yin+n), I = 0, 1, 2, ■ ■ -, have many statistical prop-

erties which approximate those of a sequence of independent random n-tuples of

zeros and ones (see [1]). Thus a primitive polynomial of degree n is useful for gen-

erating a pseudo-random sequence of n-tuples of zeros and ones. In this applica-

tion, trinomials are better than polynomials with more nonzero coefficients, be-

cause the complexity of the hardware needed grows with the number of coefficients.

II. Method. In general, to determine whether a given trinomial Pix) of high

degree n is primitive is no simple task. If n is a Mersenne exponent, that is if

2n — 1 is prime, the following lemma can be used.

Lemma. If 2" — 1 is prime, a trinomial of degree n is primitive if and only if it

is a factor of x2"-1 + 1.

Proof. Let Xi be any root of the trinomial Pix), and let m be the smallest posi-

tive number such that xim = 1. Then m is a factor of 2" — 1. By hypothesis,

2" — 1 is prime, hence m = 2" — 1. Pix) must be irreducible, for if xi were a root
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of an irreducible factor of Pix) of degree d < n, m would divide 2d — 1.

This lemma can be applied in the following way. For a general root x of Pix),

any power of x can be written as a polynomial of degree less than n, reducing the

degree by application of the relation

.v
x TI akx      ,       N ïï n .

*=i

In particular,

x2i = QÁx) ,       j = 1, 2, • • • ,

where Q,(x) has degree less than n. Q3(x) can be determined from Q3-i(x) by squar-

ing and reducing the degree. By the lemma, if 2" — 1 is prime, Pix) is irreducible

if and only if Qn(x) = x.

Using various Mersenne exponents n, the trinomials

POx) = x" + xp + 1 ,        1 S p < n/2

were tested for primitivity. Only values of p < n/2 were used, because if POx) is

primitive, then

xnPil/x) = xn + xn~v + 1

is also primitive. To speed up the work, a simpler test than the one described

above was used to eliminate about 80% of the possible values of p.

This simpler test checked POx) for factors in common with the polynomials

x2'~x + 1, j = 2, 3, ■ ■ -, 10. Pix) has a factor in common with z2'-1 + 1 if p be-

longs to certain residue classes modulo 21' — 1 (depending on n). For example, Pix)

and xi + 1 have a common factor if n + p = 0 (mod 3). For each value of n, these

prohibited residue classes were computed at the beginning by running through the

values of p (mod 2' — 1) and applying Euclid's algorithm for finding a common

factor. Then for p = 1, 2, • • •, (n — l)/2, if p did not belong to any of these residue

classes, the coefficients of Qn(x) were computed. The work was done on an SDS

930 computer.

III. Results. In the following table, all Mersenne exponents n from 127 to 2281

are listed [3]. The values given for p are all choices of the second exponent which

are less than n/2, such that P(x) is primitive. L. D. Baumert has pointed out that

a result of Swan [5] shows that there are no primitive trinomials of degree 2203.

Table 1

Exponents for primitive trinomials

n V

127
521
607

1279
2203
2281

1, 7, 15, 30, 63
32, 48, 158, 168
105, 147, 273
216, 418
none
715, 915, 1029
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The accuracy of the program was tested by computing all primitive trinomials

of degree n for all Mersenne exponents n < 100. This list of trinomials was com-

pared with an unpublished table (by E. J. Watson) of all irreducible trinomials

over 0^(2) of degree less than 100.

A list of primitive polynomials of lower degree is given in [4].
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